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Legal Disclaimer : Nothing in this White Paper is an offer to sell, or the solicitation
of an offer to buy, any tokens. EnkiX is publishing this White Paper solely to receive

feedback and comments from the public. If and when EnkiX offers for sale any
tokens (or a Simple Agreement for Future Tokens), it will do so through definitive

offering documents, including a disclosure document and risk factors. Those
definitive documents also are expected to include an updated version of this White
Paper, which may differ significantly from the current version. If and when EnkiX

makes such an offering in the United States, the offering likely will be available
solely to accredited investors. Nothing in this White Paper should be treated or

read as a guarantee or promise of how EnkiX 's business or the tokens will develop
or of the utility or value of the tokens. This White Paper outlines current plans,

which could change at its discretion, and the success of which will depend on many
factors outside EnkiX 's control, including market-based factors and factors within

the data and cryptocurrency industries, among others. Any statements about
future events are based solely on EnkiX 's analysis of the issues described in this

White Paper. That analysis may prove to be incorrect

Ethereum has a scalability problem; as
we all know, gas fees can get very
expensive, reaching into the hundreds
of dollars once the network is overrun
with transactions. 

WHY ENKIX?

We wanted the best innovations of
Bitcoin and other POW Coins to create a
coin with all of their benefits, but  none
of their problems.

OUR SOLUTION

The block size limit, in concert with the
proof-of-work difficulty adjustment settings
of bitcoin's consensus protocol, constitutes a
bottleneck in bitcoin's transaction processing
capacity. This can result in increasing
transaction fees and delayed processing of
transactions that cannot be fit into a block

 
BITCOIN'S SCALABILITY

PROBLEM
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EnkiX is an ERC20 Token on
the Polygon(MATIC) Network.
This token has been deployed
to administer the fund raising
event for AlienX Coin which
will be a POW(Proof of work)
mineable coin.

WHAT IS ENKIX?

2 EnkiX Token = 1 MATIC

ENKIX PRICE

TOKEN SALE
DISTRIBUTION

AlienX will be a peer-to-peer POW(Proof of
work) mineable Internet currency that enables
instant, near-zero cost payments to anyone in
the world. AlienX will be an open source, global
payment network that is fully decentralized
without any central authorities. Mathematics
secures the network and will empowers
individuals to control their own finances.
AlienX will feature faster transaction
confirmation times and improved storage
efficiency than the current leading math based
currency's. With substantial industry support,
trade volume and liquidity, AlienX will be the
proven medium of commerce complementary
to Bitcoin & Ethereum .

WHAT IS ALIENX?

When AlienX Mineable coin is
launched Token holders can
return the tokens to admin &
redeem them for AlienX coins
on their AlienX Wallets.

SWAP ENKIX FOR

ALIENX

1 ENKIX = 10 ALIENX



AlienX Distribution

Our Tech Eco 
System

AlienX Whitepaper

1,000,000,000 Total Supply

50,000,000

950,000,000
Users will be able to mine AlienX  
Coins from AlienX Wallet's in-built miner
AlienX will be an ASIC resistant network
& users will be able to mine only on our
wallet

EnkiX's development team will create a 
whole new ecosystem around AlienX like 
a wallet with mineable functionality, an 
exchange & bridge tokens to other 
popular blockchains for ease of use for 
our community & for global crypto liquidity.

We will share the whitepaper of AlienX 
 after the deployment of EnkiX DAO &
after the votes are conducted & an consensus
is reached on the Mining Difficulty, Block Time,
Block Reward & last Blocks Mining Date.

The Block size, block reward & last block mining
date will be decided by ENKIX dao our
Decentralized autonomous organization.
To be a part of EnkiX dao, users will have to hold
10 EnkiX tokens on their wallets & they will be
able to vote on every major decisions of the
network.
EnkiX dao will make AlienX a coin for the people
which is governed by the people making us one
of the first truly decentralized organization.

5% Pre Mine

95% For Community


